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ABSTRACT

This report examines the derivation of a general order, multiple input version of the

fast transversal recursive least squares filter algorithm. The new algorithm, in which the

order (or number of taps) associated with each input channel is independent, is dis

tinguished from the previously published multichannel form of fast transversal RLS algo

rithm, wherein each input channel is constrained to have the same order. This additional

flexibility allows assignment of filter resources to particular channels, or independent

assignment to the pole/ zero estimators in an ARMA system identification application. A

summary of the new algorithm is given, in proper order of execution. An operations

count is also provided for each equation.
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1. Introduction

Fast transversal recursive least squares (RLS) algorithms [1],(2] have filter update compu

tational costs of order N, the filter length. Although these algorithms suffer from long

term instability problems, their convergence superiority in many applications, compared

to the common LMS (gradient) algorithms, have made them an active area of research.

The purpose of this paper is to present the derivation of a multichannel fast transversal

recursive least squares algorithm with general order inputs. The approach in this deriva

tion is to use the method of geometric projections onto a vector space defined by the input

data. The application of this technique from linear algebra to the transversal filter case

was first given by Cioffi and Kailath [1]. The algorithm in this paper is distinquished

from the multichannel algorithm shown there in which the order of the filter for each

channel was constrained to be equal; here the order of each channel is completely arbi

trary. This property, which allows greater flexibility in some applications, causes certain

difficulties in the derivation. The key to resolving these difficulties is the use of permuta

tion matrices, similar to those used by Falconer and Ljung [3] in their application of the

fast Kalman algorithm to adaptive equalization. The derivation in this paper is a general

ization of the work by Ardalan (4], which described an application to a particular two

channel system in which the (unit delayed) output signal is used as one input channel.

This is called the ARMA or pole/zero estimation case, using the equation-error form for

system identification [5]. The notation used herein is similar to that of [7] and [8].

1.1. Problem Description.

The goal of the analysis is to recursively determine the length N transversal filter W N(n ),

in the system shown in Figure 1, such that the optimal estimate of the (joint) process

{d(n)} is formed by a transversal filtering of the two input processes {x(n)} and {y(n)}.

These processes are real data sequences where data is assumed zero for n sO; this is called

the prewindowed case. (Note: only two input channels are considered for notational sim

plicity, but the extension to the arbitrary p-channel case will usually be obvious.) Here

optimality is defined in a cumulative or exact least squares sense; this can be explained as

follows. The estimation error incurred at time i, based upon the filter at time n is defined

e(iln) = d(i) - d(iln) = d(i) - Z&U)wN(n), 1 -s i ~ n, (1.1)

where d(iln) represents an estimate of d(i) using the transversal filter of time n, and zN(i)

is a length N vector of past input samples from both channels:

(NX 1) zN( i) = [x[( i), yZ(i)V, with N = L + M, (1.2)
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(LXI) xL(i) = [x(i), x(i-l), , x(i-L+l)]T, and

(Mxl) YM(i) = [y(i), y(i-l), , y(i-M+l)]T.

The length N transversal filter W N( n) is partitioned into subfilters of lengths Land M,

corresponding to the respective input channels. Thus it is desired to find the

n

minimum :L e2(iln).

w.r.t. wN(n) i=1
(1.3)

This is the well known least squares (LS) problem, which can be succinctly expressed in

vector notation.

1.2. Data Vectors and Matrices.

The basic concept in the method of geometric projections is to locate vector estimates

within a subspace which is spanned by a set of vectors formed from the input data. Vec

tors are formed of all samples of the input channels from time 1 to time n:

(nXl) x(n) = [x(I), x(2),···, x(n)]T, y(n) = [y(l), y(2),···, y(n)]T. (1.4)

A similar vector is defined with samples of the joint process {d( n )}. It is also convenient to

define a 'pinning vector' [1]

(n x t] 1T( n) = [0, · · · , 0, 1]T • (1.5)

This is the unit vector in the direction of the newest data sample, and will prove useful

later.

A vector z(n) is now defined with columns consisting of the input vectors. Additionally,

zb ( n) is defined with columns of input vectors that are each time delayed by the order of

the filter assigned to that channel:

(n X 2) z(n) = [x(n), y(n )J , (1.6)

Here z-L for example, is the L-unit time delay operator. Note that the z,,(n) is still of

length n but with leading elements of zero, since the data is prewindowed. It is also con

venient to define the last rows of these vectors as

(lX2) z(n) = [x(n), y{n)] = 1r
T (n)z(n) , zb(n) = [x(n-L), y(n-M)]. (1.7)

Note that these rows can be generated by inner products with 1T(n). If a matrix is now

defined by the following relationships
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(n XN) Zo(n) = [Xo(n), Yo(n)]

(1.8)
o

y(l)

y(n-M+I)

o
y(l)

y(l)
y(2)

o

%(1)

x(n-L+l) y(n) y(n-l)x(n) %(n-l)

= [x(n), z-lx(n), · · · , z-L+lx(n), y(n), · · · , z-M+ly(n)]

%(1) 0
%(2) %(1)

=

then a vector representing the estimation error resulting from the transversal filter W N( n )

can be defined

(n xl) e(n In) = d(n) - cl( n In) = d(n) - Zo( n )wN( n ) , (1.9)

where each element in e(n In) corresponds to a scalar error from (1.1). A row of Zo(n) thus

represents the data in the transversal filter W N( n) at a particular time; the final row of

Zo{n), which represents the latest data set in the filter, is z~(n) defined in (1.2).

Other useful matrices can be defined. If each column of Zo( n) is unit delayed:

(1.10)
(n xN) Zt(n) = [Xt(n), Y1(n)] = [z-lXo(n), z-lYo(n)]

= [z-lx(n), · · · , z-Lx(n), z-ly(n), · · · , z-My(n)].

Consider the Zo( n) matrix augmented with one additional column for each of the input

channels, representing the addition of a tap for each channel subfilter:

(nXN+2) Z+(n) = [Xo(n), z-Lx(n), Yo(n), z-My(n)]

= [x(n), X1(n), y(n), Y1(n)]
(1.11)

Note that this augmented matrix can be described in two ways, using the previously

defined matrices. The final row of Z+(n) defines a vector, which can also be decomposed

in two ways:

(N+2Xl) zN+2(n) = [x[(n), x(n-L), y~(n), y(n-M)]T

= [x(n), x[(n-l), y(n), y~(n-l)]T.
(1.12)

1.3. Projection Operators.

From (1.9), each element (tap) of W N( n) defines a weight applied to a particular column of

Zo(n); i.e., the estimate vector d(n In) is a linear combination of the columns.

Equivalently, the estimate vector must lie in the column space of Zo( n). The columns

span a subspace of R rl, the space of all real-valued, length n vectors. These key
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observations lead to the concept of projection onto a subspace as a means of locating the

least squares error estimate of a vector within that subspace [9]. It is a well known result

of linear algebra that the minimum length (norm) error vector corresponds to that esti

mate of a vector found by taking its geometric (perpendicular) projection onto the sub

space of input vectors. This is shown conceptually in Figure 2 for a two-dimensional sub

space. Note that the error vector e(n In) and the estimate vector d(n In) are perpendicu

lar; this is a general orthogonality principle for L8 solutions. A operator matrix P can be

formed having the desired property of projection onto a particular subspace. The opera

tor which projects onto Zo{n) is found by solving the matrix equation:

min e T (n In)e(n In) = min e(n ) .
to.r.t. WN(n) su.r.i. W N(n) (1.13)

Differentiating e(n) with respect to W N(n) and equating to zero yields the L8 prediction

(1.14)

where it is assumed for simplicity that the inverse exists. The projection operator can

thus be defined

(1.15)

Note that the least squares estimate of an arbitrary vector is thus obtained by premulti

plying by a matrix that is a function of only the input data vectors] The operator Pt(n) is

similarly defined for the Zt(n) subspace.

An operator can also be found to generate the L8 error vector. Substituting (1.13) into

(1.9) gives

e(nln) = d(n) - Po{n)d(n) = [I - Po(n)]d(n) = P&(n)d(n). (1.16)

This defines the orthogonal projection operator

(n X n ) P d-( n) = 1 - P o( n ) ; similarly,

(nXn) Pt(n)=I-P1(n).
(1.17)

These operators generate the projection of a vector perpendicular to their defining sub

spaces.

1.4. Transversal Filter Operators.

From (1.6) and (1.9), the optimal transversal filter can be written

wN(n) = [Zl(n)Zo{n)J-1ZoT(n)d(n).

A transversal filter operator (matrix) can then be defined

(1.18)
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(1.19)

By premultiplication, this operator creates the transversal filter (for the input data) which

would generate the unique LS estimate of a vector on the subspace of Zo{ n). Similar

operators can be defined on the other subspaces shown earlier:

(NXn) Kt(n) = [ZtT(n)Zt{n)]-tZ
1T(n), and

(N+2Xn) K+{n) = [Zr(n)Z+{n)]-IZ!{n).
(1.20)

(1.21)

(1.22)

Several transversal filters can be generated using these operators on previously defined

vectors, including a forward predictor for the input channels, a backward predictor, and a

gain filter. These filters, and their associated prediction errors and residuals (squared

error vector norms) are summarized with definitions in Table I. The need for these quan

tities will be seen during the algorithm derivation. Most are not directly evaluated from

their definitions; instead, relationships between the quantities are exploited to allow

tremendous savings in computations. Of particular interest, the gain filter gN{n) is the LS

filter on Zo{ n) for predicting the pinning vector 11"( n). The associated prediction error )'(n)

(see 1.18) was shown in [6] to be the squared cosine of the angle between z(n) and its esti

mate in the subspace of ZI(n). Thus,)'(n) is a measure of the amount of new information

(innovation) in the latest data sample, and is a key parameter in the derivation.

1.5. Permutation Operators.

The permutation operators S defined here are row-permuted identity matrices, such that

pre-multiplication of a vector by S will cause rearrangement of the vector's rows. Such

matrices have the important property of orthogonality: SST = I or ST = 8- 1
• The

(N+2)x(N+2) 'forward' and 'backward' permutation operator matrices, S, and S, respec

tively, are defined by their effect on the augmented vector zN+2(n):

S,zN+2(n) = [x(n), y(n), xf(n-l), y~(n-l)]T = [z(n), z~(n-l)]T, and

Sb zN+2(n) = [xf(n), y~(n), x(n-L), y(n-M)V = [z~(n), zb(n)]T.

From these definitions it is easy to also describe matrix column rearrangement:

Z+(n)Sl = [x(n), y(n), X1(n), Y1(n)] = [z(n), Zl(n)], and

Z+(n)St = [Xo(n), Yo(n), z-Lx(n), z-My(n)] = [Zo(n), zb(n)].

The need for permutation operators arises in the multichannel derivation because of the

form of the updates used for the projection and transversal filter operators. These

updates, shown in the next section, require that augmenting vectors be appended to either
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the left or right of the data matrix; however, from (1.11) it can be seen that augmenting

columns naturally appear (inside' the data matrix. Thus, permutation operators are used

to rearrange these columns so that the update forms may be properly applied.

Using the property of orthogonality of the permutation operator, the transversal filter

operator for the permuted, augmented subspace can be deduced:

(N+2Xn) K~(n) = [S,Z!(n)Z+(n)Sll-lSjZ!(n) = SfK+{n); similarly,

(N+2Xn) Kt(n) = SbK+(n).

Pre-multiplying a vector with a transversal filter operator K yields the transversal filter

which would generate the LS error estimate of that vector, in the defining subspace of the

operator. Each row of K transforms the vector into a particular filter tap. Thus, permu

tation of the rows of K is equivalent to permutation of the elements of the transversal

filter. This concept leads to the following equations for permuted gain filters (refer to

Table I):

(N+2Xl) gAr+2(n) = S,gN+2(n) = S,K+(n)1T(n) = K!(n)1T(n); similarly,

(N+2Xl) g~+2(n) = SbgN+2(n) = Ki(n)1f(n).

Using the orthogonality property of S, these can be combined to show:

(1.24)

(1.25)



2. Generalized Updates of Operators.

2.1. Projection Operator Order Update.

In order to derive the recursive algorithm, it is necessary to consider the problem of

updating the projection operator when new columns are added to the defining subspace.

In general, the projection operator onto a subspace U is defined

(2.1)

where < ., ·> represents the inner product on the subspace U. The properties of sym

metry (pJ = Pu) and idempotence (PiJ = Pu) are readily verified for this operator. The

general perpendicular projection operator can be defined:

pb = I - P u , (2.2)

(2.3)

also with the properties of symmetry and idempotence. Augmenting the subspace U with

columns V yields the following order updates for the projection operators:

Pu v = Pu + p{ l } = P u + Pb Y <V, ph Y> -lyTpb ,
, Pu v .

pb,v = I - p u.v = pb - ph <Y, Ph Y> -lyTph ·
The projection operator is updated by incorporating only the new information from the

augmented columns, namely the subspace spanned by the new columns which is orthogo

nal to the old subspace. Pre- and post-multiplying (2.3) by arbitrary vectors r T and w

gives the useful identity

2.2. Transversal Filter Operator Order Update.

The general transversal filter operator defined on the subspace U is

K u = <U,U> -lUT •

The following properties are easily demonstrated:

KuU=I, UKu=Pu, KuPu=Ku ·

From (2.6) and assuming U n x N , v ;«,

KU,V[U"XN' Y"ApJ = IN+p = [~AN ~:AP] ·
Thus, using (2.3), the update for post-appended columns is

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)



[
KU] [-KUV] 1Ku,v = Ku,vPu,v = 0 + I <V, ph Y> -lyTpu ·

Similarly, it can be shown for pre-appended columns

Kv.u = [;u] + [-~uY]<y, pby>-lyTph·

2.3. Time Updates of Operators.

Using (2.3) and (2.7) with U=Zo{n) or U=Zl{n) and V=1r(n), it can be shown that

8

(2.'1&)

(2.7b)

[Po(n -1) 0]
P~1r(n) =

[P&(n-l) 0]
p O,1r( n) = OT 1 and OT 0,

(2.8)
[P1(n-1) 0]

Pt,1r(n) =
[pt(n-1) 0]

p In( n) = OT 1 and OT O·,

Also, the transversal filter operator for the subspace augmented with 11'( n) can be

expressed

[Ko(n -1) 0] [K1(n-1) 0] (2.9)Ko,1r( n) = rl l' K1,1r(n) = r{ i l

Here the r T are (n -1) element vectors not needed in the following derivation. These two

sets of equations, along with (2.3) and (2.7) can be systematically applied to complete the

vector space derivation of the fast transversal algorithm.
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3. Derivation of the Fast Multic.hannel Algorithm

Now that the preliminary updates and definitions have been determined, it is possible to

derive the solution to the LS problem posed initially. The derivation, necessarily abbrevi

ated here, basically only requires substitutions into the update forms, and reduction using

the definitions. The derivation begins with a recursive update of the joint prediction

filter, and then systematically finds recursions for other variables as they appear. The

algorithm is summarized in Table II. in proper order of execution. An operation count is

also provided for each equation.

3.1. Joint Predietion Filter

From (2.7a) with U = Zo(n), V = 1r(n),

[
K o(n)] [- K o(n )11"(''

Ko,1r(n) = 0 + I <1T(n), P~(n)1T(n»-I1TT(n)P~(n).

Post-multiply (3.1) by d(n}, and use expansion (2.9) with definitions (I.4), (I.18):

[Ko(n-l}0] [d(n-l)] [Ko(n)] [-gN(n)]
r T 1 d(n) = 0 d(n) + 1 'Y-1(n)< 1T(n ), P~(n)d(n»

Take just the upper partitions and use (I.1), (1.13), (I.5)

wN(n) = wN(n-l) + cN(n)e(nln).

3.2. Joint P'roeesa Error.

Pre-multiply (3.2) by zJ(n) and subtract from d(n}

d(n) - Z&(n)wN(n) = d(n) - z&(n)wN(n-l) - zJ(n)cN(n)e(nln).

With definitions (1.12), (1.13)

e (n In) = 'Y( n )e(n In - 1)·

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

3.3. Gain Filter.

From (1.22), with V = z(n), U = ZI(n), the subspace [V,U] is Z+(n)8{ and the associated

TF operator is K!(n). Use (2.7b) and post-multiply by 1T( n),

K!(n )1T( n) = [K~n) ]1T(n) + [_K
1
(~ )z(n) ] < z(n), Pt( n )z(n» -1< z(n), Pt(n )1T( n»

It is readily shown that K1(n )1T(n) = gN(n -1); thus, use definitions (1.2), (1.8), (1.21), and
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(1.15)

gAr+2(n)= [gN(~-l)] + [_r;(n)]E/-1(n)e!(nln).

Similarly, from (2.7a) with U= Zo(n), V= zb(n), post-multiply by 1f{n)

Kt(n)1T(n) = [~n) ]1T(n) + [-K
o
(~)Zb(n)] <Zb (n ),P~( n)zb( n» -1 <Zb(n),P~(n)1T(n»

From (1.10), (1.4), (1.3), (1.17), and (1.22)

gt+2(n) = [gN~n)] + [-b~(n) ]Eb-1(n)e{(n In) (3.6)

or with (1.25)

[gN~n)] = Sb S!gAr+2(n) + [b:i:)]Eb- 1(n)e{(nln). (3.7)

From (3.6) we define the last (2x 1) element of gt+2{n) as

g~(n) = Eb-1(n)ebT(nln). (3.8a)

Also, with (1.10), the last element of ct+2(n) is defined

c~ (n) = )'; l(n)«; l(n)ebT( n In) . (3.8b)

3.4. Forward Prediction FilterCl

Use (2.7a) with U = Zl(n), V = 1f(n) and expansion (2.9); post-multiply by z(n) and take

only top partition.

(3.10)

3.6. Forward Prediction Error.

Use (3.10), pre-multiply by zJ(n -1), and subtract from z(n).

z(n) - zZ{n-l)fN(n) = z(n) - zZ(n-l)fN(n-l) - zJ(n-l)cN(n-l)e,(nln). (3.11)

With definitions

(3.12)



3.6. Forward Prediction Residual.

Use (2.4) with U = Zl(n), V = 11'(n), and r T =w = z(n),

<z(n), Pt.1r(n)z(n» = <z(n), Pt(n)z(n» - <z(n), Pt(n)-rr(n»

· <11'(n), Pt(n)11'(n» -l<11'(n), Pt(n)z(n»

Use (2.8) and partition z(n) = [zT(n-l), zT(n)]T,

EJ (n) = ef ( n - 1) + e!( n In- 1)ef (n In) .

3.7. Backward Prediction Filter.

Use (2.7b) with V = 1T( n), U = Zo(n), postmultiply by Zb (n).

bN(n) = bN(n-l) + cN(n)eb(nln).

3.8. Backward Prediction Error.

Pre-multiply (3.16) by zJ(n) and subtract from zb{n)

zb(n) - z&,(n)bN(n) = z,,{n) - zJ(n)bN(n-l) - zJ(n)cN(n)eb(nln).

With definitions

e,,{nln) = 'Y(n)eb{nln-l).

11

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

3.9. Backward Prediction Residual.

Use (2.4), with U = Zo(n), V = 1t'(n), and rT=w=zb{n); use (2.8) and partition

z,,(n) = [z"T( n -1), z"T( n)]T to give

e,,(n) = Eb(n-l) + ebT(nln-l)eb(nln). (3.20)

3.10. Gain Error.

Use (1.19) and substitute (1.24a)

'Y+(n) = 1 - zJ+2{n)Slgh+2{n).

Use (3.5), and note that zlr+2(n)Sl = [z(n), zJ(n-l)]. Definitions (1.15), (1.18) provide

'Y+{n) = ')'(n-l) - ef(nln)Ef-1(n)el(n/n). (3.21)

Similarly, use (1.19) and substitute (1.24b),



'Y+{n) = 1 - zJ+2(n)SbTgt+2{n)

Now, use (3.6) and note zZ+2(n)SbT = [zZ(n), zb(n)],

'Y(n) = 'Y+(n) + eb(nln)E;1(n)e[(nln).

Thus, use (308) and (3018),

'Y(n) = 'Y+{n)[l - 'Y+(n)eb(nln-l)c~{n)]-1.

3.11. Normalized Gain Filter.

Substitute (3.10) into (3.5); use (3.22), and divide through by 'Y +(n)

J [0] [ 12
] -1 T I -1cN+2(n) = cN(n-l) + -fN(n-l) Ef (n)ef(n n}y+ (n).

Similarly, use (3.6), substitute (3.16), and divide by 'Y+(n)

12

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

3.12. Simpler BPE Update.

Instead of using the definition (1.16) to evaluate eb(nln-l), requiring 2N multiplies, a

simpler form can be found. Post-multiply (3.20) by (3.8b) to yield

Eb(n )c~ (n) = 'Y';1( n)ebT(n In) = Eb( n - 1)c~ (n) + ebT(n In)eb(n In - 1)c~ (n) . (3.26)

Thus, with simple algebra,

Eb ( n - 1)c~ (n) = 'Y'; l(n )eb
T( n In) [1 - 'Y +(n )eb(n In - 1)c ~ (n ) ] ,

but from (3.23), the term in brackets is equal to 'Y- 1(n )'Y +{n ). With (3.18),

ebT(nln-l) = Eb(n-l)c~(n).

This form requires only p2 multiplies, where p is the number of channels.

(3.27)

(3.28)
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EQ I DIM II

Table 1.
Summary of Defining Relationships for

Two-Channel, General Order Derivation

DEFINITION

Transversal Filters

1.1 Nx 1

2 Nx2

3 Nx2

4 Nx!

5 NXI

6 N+.2Xl

7 N+2xl

8 N+2x!

9 N+2xl

10 N+2xl

11 N+2X!

W N{ n ) = K o(n )d(n )

fN(n) = K1(n)z(n)
b N ( n ) = K o{n )z b( n )

g N ( n ) = x,(n )11" ( n )
cN(n) = ~-l(n)gN(n)

gN+Z( n) = K+( n )11"( n)

-» + 2( n ) = )'.;l(n )gN+ 2( n )
g~+z(n) = K!(n)1r(n)

C~+2(n) = )';l(n )gk+2(n)

gt+2( n.) = Kt( n )11"( n)

ct+2(n) = ~;1(n)gt+2(n)

Prediction Errors

joint predictor

forward predictor

backward predictor

gain (unit predictor)

normalized gain

augmented gain

norm. augm. gazn

forward shifted augm. gain

norm. f. shift. augm. gain

backward shift. augm. qaiti

norm. b. shift. augm. gain

!2
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22

Ixl
IX!

lx2
lx2

1x2
lx2
Ix1
IXI

Ix!

2x2
2x2

e(n In -1) = d(n ) - zJ( n )wN( n -1)

e(n In) = d(n) - zl(n)wN(n) == <1r(n),P}(n)d(n»
ef (n In -1) = z(n ) - zJ( n -l)fN( n - 1)

ef (n In) = z( n ) - zJ( n -l)fN( n ) = <1r(n ), P t( n )z(n )>
eb(nln-l) = zb(n) - zJ(n)bN{n-l}
eb (n In) = zb (n ) - zJ( n )b N( n ) = <11"( n ),P~(n )zb(n )>
)'(n) = 1- zJ(n )g,v(n) = <1r(n), P~(n)1r(n»
)'+(n) = 1- zJ+2(n)gN+2(n)

Residuals

E(n)= <e(n/n),e(n/n» == <d(n),Pt(n)d(n»

E/(n)= <e/(nln),e/(nln» = <z(n),P~(n)z(n»

Eb(n) = <eb(nln),eb(nln» == <zb(n),Pt(n)zb(n»
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EQ REF' D[M OPS Cornput.at ion

[1.1 1. t·t 1 >< 2 2/\/ f. f (n In -- 1) -= .:(n) T
- Z, (n -t)f .(n-l).'V .v ,

2 :3.1~ lX~ .)
ef (n In) = 'Y( n - 1)ef (n In - 1)

3 :3.1t :!x~ 3~ ~f(n) == Ef(n - L) -+- eJ( n In -- L)e/ ( n In)
4 :!x2 5* € f-l( n )

5 3.:! L 1x 1 6 'Y _(n ) :-= )'( n -1) - eI (n In) E t l tn ) eIT( n In)

6 3.:!4 1.'/ -+- 2x t :!:V -~ f _ [ 0 I [ 1
2 I l r I - lC .V - z{ n ) -- c .V ( n - L) ~ - f

N
(n - L) E.fIn )ef (n n h _ (n)

7 1.25 .'v" ...... :! x 1 0** C .t _:!( n) := S b S ITc~ -r- '!. ( n )

8 :3.8 :!'<1 () t* (" ". l n.) ~- lasl E elements in Cit ~2( n) rector

9 :3. to .'/ \( :! :!.\. r.~ (n) .-. f.v( ti - L) -- c.v(n -1)e/( n In)

LO 3.28 :!'x 1 -I e"T( n In 1) ~b(n-l)cb_(n)

11 :3.23 1X 1 t I "Y( 1l ) "y~(n)[l - )' r ( n )eb ( n In - 1)c h~ ( n ) ] - L
- ~ --_.

12 3.18 lx2 .) ~h( n In) "y( n )eb ( n In - 1)

13 3.~O ~x2 3 t
~b( n) ~Eb(n-l) ~ ebT( n In - 1)eb(n In)

21V [CN~ n l]
::= c~ +2( n) T

[b .v( n - 1)1 b

It 3.~5 jVX 1 _[2 c : (n)

15 3.16 ~V'< ~ 21\l b (n) = b (n-1) +- cN(n)e,,(nln)N. N

16 L1:! 1 x 1 ~V e (n In - 1) = d(n) - Z i~( n )w :y (n - I)

17 :J.4 L"< 1 1 e(n In) = )'(n )e(n In -1)

18 ;3.:! s « 1 ~V W IV( n) = w ~V ( n - 1) + C tV( n )e( n In)

Total OPS ( \( . -:- ) 12N~:J2

:\otes: . indirur.es that rnatr ix sy m rnet ry .illow- rt\ductiorl in ()P~.

.... ~irlC·p n':l.rrangt'(lH'nt, is pfI·detf'rrnirlt\(L



l'ahle r.
~ u nl rna r y 0 f l) eli n ing r~ e Ia t i()ns hip s [o r

Two-C han nvl. (;enL'ral Order J)pri vat. ion

DEF' [~11~[() \EQ I D[\1

Ll .\'. 'of, t
.) \/ '~ .). ' -
~3 v >:.. '- ...

-! J.V,< 1

:) s-. 1

6 .v~:y,,,,, 1

, .V-'2x 1

8 .v- 2." 1

9 .v--"2 "" l

10 .V -2 '-, t

Ll .\i -:!" t

II
Transversal Filters

W ,v( n ) -= K u( n. )d( n. )

f.y(n) -= KL(n )z(n)

b .V( n ) -::- Ku( n )Z h ( n )

g,y( n) = Ko{ n )1T( n)

c ,'i ( n ) ~ 'Y - L( n )g S ( n )

g:y_:!(n) == K ... (n)1T(n)

c .Y- :!( n ) ~-: "y _ L( n )g:y _:: ( ri )

g~{~:!(n) ~ K{(n)1T(n)

c.~ _::( n) =: "y .: i( n )g:~ ~~( n)

g,t _:!(n) = K~(n)1T(n)

c,t~:!(n) = 'Y:L(n)glt~:!(n)

Prediction Errors

joint p redir tor

[o rurard predictor

backiuar d pr edir ior

gain (unit predictor)

normalized gain.

au qmenie d gain

norm. aiujm, gauL

f oriuard shi] ted augrn. gain

norm, f. ,..;h if l, auqm, gain

backu.ar d sb.i] l, au qm, gain

nor nI. b. .-; hi! t. ti u!J m.. 9ain

L2 1X L

1;3 1'< I

1 ! lx2

15 1 '< ~

16 Ix2

17 Lx:!

18 1x 1

19 1 '< 1

e(nln-l)==d(n)-z~(n)w.y(fl 1)

e(nln) = d(n) - zl~(n)wV(n)~. <1T(n ).I>()(n )d(n»

ef ( n In - 1) -= z ( n) -- z~(n - l) f IV ( n 1)

ef (n In) == z(n) - z l~( n - 1)f.v ( n ) :-~ <1r( n ). I> L( n )z( n )>
e6( n In - 1) == Zb ( n ) - z I~ ( n )b £'l(n - 1)

ef) ( n In) -= Zb ( n ) - z.~(n )b IV( n.) = < 1T ( n ), P(i (n )Z h ( n )>
-y(n) = 1 -- z.~(n)g:v(n) ~ <1I'(n). P6{n)1T(n»

( po ( n ) -= 1 - z.~ _:!( n )g IV r:! ( n )

Residuals

t(n) - <e(nln).e(nln» -= <d{n),P(){n)d(n»

Ef(n) --= <ef{nln).e/(nln» = <z(n),Pt(n)z(n»

EJ,{n) -= <eh(nln),eb(nln» -= <z,,{n)'P6-(n)zh(n»


